
TSB Home



Notes

- The intention of this specification is to detail how the system should behave when an instructor decides to edit an assessment and then chooses to regrade and 
republish that assessment.
- On this screen, prior to editing and regrading/republishing the assessment, please note that the assessment has 3 submissions.

Notes for TSB Home



Total Scores (Single Submission)



Notes

- On this screen, prior to editing and regrading/republishing the assessment, please note the submit date and the score/final score for each student.

Note: For assessments where multiple submissions are allowed, the final score is dependent upon the selection made by the instructor for "Recorded Score" in 
the Settings for the assessment and may differ from the score, which is displayed for the most recent submission.

Notes for Total Scores (Single Submission)



TSB Home (Edit Assessment)



Notes

- On this screen, the instructor has decided to edit and regrade/republish this assessment.
- Upon selecting "Edit", the system will prompt the instructor to click an "Edit" button to retract and modify the assessment.  Upon clicking the "Edit" button, the 
system will display the Edit Assessment screen.

Notes for TSB Home (Edit Assessment)



Edit Assessment



Notes

- Upon clicking the "Edit" link to the right of a question, the system will display the Edit Question screen.

Notes for Edit Assessment



Edit Question



Notes

- From this screen, the instructor changes the Correct Answer for option A from "Red" to "Blue".
- Upon clicking "Save", the system will save the change made by the instructor and return the instructor to the Edit Assessment screen.

Notes for Edit Question



Edit Assessment (Regrade and Republish)



Notes

- Upon clicking "Regrade and Republish", the system will display the Regrade and Republish screen.

Notes for Edit Assessment (Regrade and Republish)



Regrade and Republish

Allow students to update their most recent submission

most recent submission.

Due Date



Notes

- By default, "Allow students to update their most recent submission" will not be selected.
- Upon selecting "Allow students to update their most recent submission", the system will display a 'Due Date' field and set the notification preference to "and send 
notification below to students".
- By default, the 'Due Date' field will display the due date provided by the instructor on the 'Settings' screen.  If there is no due date provided on the 'Settings' 
screen, then the system will not display a due date.
- The 'Due Date' field is not required.
- Upon clicking "Regrade and Republish", the system will perform the following actions:
     * Save the new due date provided by the instructor to the Due Date field on the Settings screen.
     * Regrade the question(s) the instructor changed, if necessary.
     * Save the new grade for the most recent submission.
     * If the assessment is linked to a gradebook item, the system will push the new grade to the gradebook item.
     * Send the notification drafted by the instructor to the students in the class.
     * Allow, but do not require, students to make changes to their most recent submission.

Notes for Regrade and Republish



TSB Home (Post Regrade and Republish)

Kristol Hancock
05/28/2011
05:22:36 PM



Notes

- From this screen, you can see that after regrading and republishing the assessment, there are still 3 submissions available for the instructor to view.
- The 'Due Date' field will reflect the new due date set by the instructor on the Regrade and Republish screen.

Notes for TSB Home (Post Regrade and Republish)



Total Scores (Post Regrade and Republish)

1 1

0 0



Notes

- From this screen, you can see that after regrading and republishing the assessment, the instructor still has access to each student's most recent submission.
- The system displays the new grade for the most recent submission in the score and final score columns, if applicable.

Note: For assessments where multiple submissions are allowed, the final score is dependent upon the selection made by the instructor for "Recorded Score" in 
the Settings for the assessment and may differ from the score, which is displayed for the most recent submission.

Notes for Total Scores (Post Regrade and Republish)



TSB Home (Student View)

*Assessment was updated.  If you want to change your answers, you may review and resubmit.*

Quiz 1 Statistics 100 Immediate

Feedback 100 n/a 2011-Jun-07 07:11 AM

0

0



Notes

- The system will display the following message to the student: "Assessment was updated.  You may resubmit for credit."

Note: If the student had not previously submitted the assessment, then this message will not be displayed to the student.

- The Due Date field will reflect the new due date set by the instructor on the Regrade and Republish screen.
- Student can view most recent submission and new grade assigned to that submission.

Note: If multiple previous submissions exist, then the system will display all previous submissions.

- Student has the option, but is not required, to make changes to the most recent submission.

Notes for TSB Home (Student View)



Begin Assessment (Introduction)



Notes

- If the student chooses to make changes to the most recent submission, the system will display "X + 1 (X + 1 remaining)" for the "Number of submissions 
allowed", where X is the number of submissions remaining after the most recent submission was made.  For example, if the number of submissions remaining is 
0, then the system will display: "0 + 1 (0 + 1 remaining)" or "1 (1 remaining)".

Notes for Begin Assessment (Introduction)



Take Assessment



Notes

- The system will display the selections made by the student in the most recent submission and the student has the option to change his/her selection if he/she 
chooses.
- Once the student submits the corrected assessment, the system will save the new grade in place of the grade for the previous most recent submission.  If the 
assessment is linked to a gradebook item, then the system will push the new grade to the gradebook item.  
- Once the student resubmits the assessment, the system will no longer display the following message to the student: "Assessment was updated. You may 
resubmit for credit."  Additionally, if no submissions remain, then the system will no longer allow the student to resubmit the assessment.

Notes for Take Assessment



TSB Home (Student Resubmitted Assessment)

Kristol Hancock
05/28/2011
05:22:36 PM



Notes

- You can see that even though the student resubmitted the assessment, the number of submissions remains at 3 because the student's most recent submission 
replaced the student's previous most recent submission.

Notes for TSB Home (Student Resubmitted Assessment)



Total Scores (Student Resubmitted Assessment)

05/28/2011 06:29:43
PM

1 1

1 1



Notes

- You can see that the student, octest3, has resubmitted the assessment based on the new submit date.
- A new score has been recorded for the student, octest3.

Notes for Total Scores (Student Resubmitted Assessment)



View Student's Assessment

1.0

octest3 octest3

1.0/



Notes

- The instructor can see the student's new answer selection(s).
- The previous most recent submission will no longer be available for the instructor to view, but instead, the student's most recent submission will display in place 
of the previous most recent submission.

Note: In the situation where multiple submissions are allowed, the system will display all previous submissions with the exception of the previous most recent 
submission, which will be overwritten by the student's most recent submission.

Notes for View Student's Assessment


